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ALERT as a project- ongoing
activities and future plans

A-

a.1 - Will there be a mobile app? If so, will it work offline?
Yes there will be a mobile app and yes it will work offline. This should be in place before the
end of 2017 and the ALERT team will be keeping users up to date on this.

B-

ALERT Consortium/Membership

b.1 - You mentioned that agencies trialling ALERT during this pilot phase would need
to give some level commitment to rollout the platform. What do you mean by this
exactly? Is engagement enough? What if the team finds out that ALERT is not fitting
their needs? Will they be able to stop the process or do they have to keep going
nevertheless?
There will be no contractual obligation to fulfil the commitment to rollout ALERT. For the TOT
sessions, we would prefer those agencies that are more confident that they will use ALERT
and introduce their partners to it as well. For the country level sessions, we are very happy
to have those agencies that are interested to engage. However, it is important for us that we
capture any feedback through our MEL systems, and we would ask this of your country
offices even if ALERT is not fitting their needs. We would be interested to learn why, for
sure!
In summary, we’re happy for country teams to engage, as long as they are also happy to
volunteer some time to participate in our feedback processes.

C-

Main Functions of ALERT

c.1 - What are the main functions of ALERT for my organisation?
ALERT provides a systematic information management and monitoring tool that
encompasses core steps and principles of good emergency preparedness.
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Risk Monitoring



Scenario based response planning



Minimum Preparedness Actions- business and programme continuity; response
related actions



Advanced Preparedness Actions

In addition, ALERT can be used for Post Action Reviews to test the appropriateness and
veracity of your planning, learning for future planning, facilitate stronger inter-agency
coordination, provide a solid evidence base for advocacy within the humanitarian community
on preparedness and early warning and can support institutional fundraising.

c.2 - Do I have to use all of the functions of ALERT or can I opt out of some of them?
ALERT is highly customisable. You can enable or disable the core functions noted above
since they are built into the platform as separate modules. However, following the
organisational planning steps necessary to utilise all the functions of the ALERT platform is
recommended as it will ensure a more comprehensive preparedness process. Nonetheless,
it is recognised that there may be time, capacity and resource challenges to some agencies
in doing this as part of the initial pilot roll out. Ultimately, management decisions will be
needed to determine this but the ALERT team is available to provide advisory support.

c.3 - What is the difference between an MPA and an APA?
To a certain extent this is agency and context specific. However, generally speaking, MPAs
are the minimum set of actions you will need to take to achieve a basic level of operational
preparedness. APAs would generally be actions that are taken when you are at a Red Alert
status and are getting ready to respond. APAs can be more hazard and sector specific as
they are the actions you are taking in order to be ready to open your response programme
as soon as crisis hits.

c.4 - How detailed do MPAs and APAs need to be?
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This requires an agency management decision that takes into account contextual realities
and organizational capacities. You can explore the roster of generic MPAs we have on the
ALERT platform to give you an idea. Generally, it is advised to avoid making MPAs and
APAs too detailed and “work-plan like” and therefore a replication of job or department
TORs. However, for smaller organisations it may be useful to make APAs in particular more
task-specific.

c.5 - How does the Message function work? Who can send them and who can see
them?
Only Agency and Country Administrators can send a Message and they can select who will
receive it. You will see messages in the top right hand corner of your work screen (the
notification bell icon).

c.6 - Does ALERT have a mapping function? Will I be able to map my response plan
activities and link to other sector wide maps such as UN 3Ws, government maps,
access and security maps, UNMAS mine contamination maps?
In its current iteration for the roll out, this is not yet possible. However, this has been
prioritised for the next round of improvements and adjustments on the platform.

c.7 - Can I store documents such as Sit Reps, Cluster updates etc on ALERT?
Currently, for this first pilot roll out it is not possible to store documents in a special
repository, but this is something that is under consideration for the next version of ALERT,
particularly if we receive strong feedback from user agencies regarding this. However, it is
possible to attach SitReps, Cluster updates and other supporting documents to individual
Preparedness Actions.

c.8 - Is it possible to work in a live document on ALERT for the response plan and
budget?
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Currently, response plan and budget template can be completed in the template online then
exported. It can then be edited offline and copy-pasted back in to the ALERT system. Users
on the platform cannot work simultaneously on the same response plan, as it gets locked for
editing by one user only at a time. This is to ensure proper version control. It is not currently
possible to upload a document. Document content must be entered online or copy-pasted
into the template sections. Please note that different users will have different editing
permissions and this should be considered when setting up your team on ALERT.

c.9 - Can I have different response plans for different field offices?
While it is not possible to set up specific individual sub-national field office accounts with all
the relevant modules under them in this particular version of ALERT, there are many things
you can do at the various Modules to ensure your monitoring and planning is site specific.
For instance, in describing your hazards and then risk indicators you can include specific
Province/Region/District name. Then you can make your Response Plans field office
specific. You can have as many Response Plans as necessary. For example, you may have
in Pakistan, a Flood Response Plan for Punjab and others for KPK and Sindh.
For future updates of ALERT we will be giving strong consideration to including a Sub
National function and we welcome feedback, comments and suggestions from users on this
to ensure that the design is appropriate for your needs.

D-

User Types and Permissions

d.1 - What are the different user types in ALERT?
In Annex 2 of this document you will find a flow chart showing the user types within the
system as well as information on the core characteristics of each user type.

d.2 - Is it possible to assign multiple user types to one person, for example, a global
ERT member who may hold responsibility for Preparedness but also day to day and
Response activities?
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It is currently not possible to associate two user types to the same email account, which
serves as your username. It is possible for one person to hold multiple accounts on the
system with different user types as long as they have a different email account / log in details
for each one.
The exception to this rule is with the Network Administrator role. A Network Administrator
role is ‘added on’ to a user’s existing account, and upon log-in you will get to choose which
one of your different roles you want to log-in as.
We will continue to look into expanding the functions available to certain user types, in
particular that of the Agency Administrator.

d.3 - How do I register as an ALERT user?
Based on the instruction provided by your agency, the ALERT team will create a log in for
your agency’s overall Administrator. Your Agency Administrator will then be able to create
Offices and Users based on what decisions your agency have made about who will be using
ALERT and for what specific tasks.

d.4 - How can I register other people in my organisation as an ALERT user?
Once your Agency Administrator has been appointed and provided with user log in details by
the ALERT team they will be able to register other users for your agency. Once the Agency
Administrator sets up a Country Office and Country Administrator, the Country Administrator
can then carry out the staff set up tasks for that particular country office, assigning specific
user types to the staff members added. ALERT users added will receive an email with a
password. The Agency Administrator will retain permission to set up Country Users.

d.5 - How can I register my organisation’s partners as ALERT users?
Partner organisations can be added in two different ways. You will find the first option is to
go to the Partners tab on the Country Office profile and Add Partner.
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This can only be done by Country Admin, ERT Lead and Country Director Users. Once you
have set up the Partner you can then add Partner Users. Annex 2 below provides further
details.
Alternatively, you can request the ALERT team to set up your partner as an independent
agency on the ALERT platform and work with them through the Network module.

d.6 - Who can assign tasks in ALERT and how?
Details of this are covered comprehensively in Annex 3 and 4. The information in these
Annexes will enable your organisation to make decisions as to who should be assigned with
the available User types.

d.7 - Who can mark tasks as complete and how?
As a general rule, you can only complete tasks that are assigned to you. The Country
Administrator, Country Director and ERT Leads can re-assign tasks to anyone else within
the Country Office. For more information about user roles, please refer to Annexes 3 and 4.

E-

ALERT, Privacy and Data Protection

e.1 - What Data protection and confidentiality measures are being put in place for
ALERT?
The ALERT platform employs email and password–based authentication and standard
security techniques such as SSL certificates and SHA-256 encryption. ALERT uses Google
Firebase, a web and mobile application development platform that employs a suite of
security features. Click here to read more.
Any agency that wishes to use ALERT will have to send a request to the ALERT team, and
the team will create an agency account for them. Once an agency is set up on the platform,
they can add as many Country Offices and staff as they wish. Agencies that have agreed to
trial ALERT become part of a wider global ALERT consortium. Partner and government
stakeholders can be added to the platform once requested and endorsed by a participating
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global Consortium member. Although utmost care, attention and consideration is taken into
account to ensure user data and log-in details remain secure, once an agency has been
initiated into the platform the ALERT team no longer has oversight with regard to the
individual users that each agency will initiate into the platform under their account. It is
therefore imperative that agencies abide by their own data protection policies. We are in the
process of drafting a simple agreement for each agency that outlines the platform’s Terms of
Use.
Through the platform’s privacy settings, agencies can also render all or certain parts of their
data to be viewable only by users within their organisation (private), by anyone with an interagency account (public), or only by agencies within the same network they are affiliated with
(network). This is detailed further in Annex 5.

e.2 - Who in my agency can see my information on ALERT?
Anybody in your agency who has an ALERT account can see your information. In Annex 5 of
this document you will find details of the various privacy settings you can select in ALERT
including how privacy settings can be customised for certain functions and tasks.

e.3 - Will other agencies on ALERT be able to see my information?
This depends on the Privacy settings assigned at both the Agency level and Country level.
Details of privacy settings can be found in Annex 5.
ALERT will have a Network Module which will enable agencies to see each other’s
preparedness information as long as you are a part of the same Network. This will facilitate
strong interagency coordination and provides opportunities to agencies to have a productive
division of labour on tasks such as risk indicator monitoring, preparedness actions and joint
response planning.

e.4 - Do I have to have the same privacy settings for all modules of ALERT or can I
customise? E.g. can I make my risk monitoring public but my MPA and APA private?
You can set different privacy settings for each module. Privacy settings can be configured by
the Agency Administrator and customised by the Country Administrator; however, the
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Country Administrator cannot make a module any ‘less private’ than what the Agency
Administrator has set. For example, if the Agency Administrator has set the Risk Monitoring
module as Private, the Country Administrator cannot make it Public. If the Agency
Administrator has set the Risk Monitoring module as Public, then the Country Administrator
can make it Private.
At the Country level, you can set different privacy settings for each module so it is perfectly
possible, for example, to only make your Risk Monitoring or Response Plan modules public
while keeping your MPAs private. This is ideal for insecure or sensitive environments where
you may not want to share information about staff or assets.

e.5 - If my settings are private can my local implementing partners see my
information?
Please note that Partner Users are technically part of your agency and can see information
within your Country Office by default. The Country Administrator can customise what each
Partner User can see and do to a very high degree when first setting up a partner user and
in the Partner User section through the Edit function. Please refer to Annex 5, the
Permission Settings.

ALERT and resources required
(time, money, etc.)

F-

f.1 - Do you have an estimation by now, how much resources (x FTE for a duration of
x months; money, etc.) will be needed to:
a) start with inputting data and setting up the system for an organisation and
b) how much resources are needed to keep the system up to date and useful?
Initial time investment if trialling all elements of ALERT will be 5.5 day of full engagement of
all emergency response team members in the country after the necessary consultations
have been carried out at field office and community level. Out of this, preparedness planning
should be completed for the year. An additional 4.5 days of time will be needed for inputting
information in the ALERT Platform. This time can be divided between team members if need
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be. For details, please see Annex 1. It should be noted that this is the time estimated for
conducting the workshopping activities and organisations are likely to need to invest some
pre workshopping time, particularly in relation to mapping capacities. How long it will take
you to complete every step of the preparedness process and upload this information on the
ALERT platform will depend on your organisation’s size and mandate.

f.2 - Who should be involved in the ALERT process in my organisation?
ALERT is predominantly a management tool so key decision makers should be involved in
the process of doing hazard prioritisation, scenario and response plan development and
MPA and APA generation. Of course, comprehensive consultation with all relevant staff
members needs to take place in order to have a solid planning base. Thereafter, as ALERT
is a very user friendly platform, it will then be easy for more junior members of staff to do
administrative and updating tasks on the system. However, decision makers and
experienced managers should be involved in the monitoring of risk indicators, reviewing
achievement against preparedness tasks, assigning and approving actions and escalation of
ALERT status. As detailed in questions below, ALERT provides for multiple user types which
can be mapped to the particular roles and structure of your organisation.

f.3 - How often does ALERT have to be updated?
This is agency specific and should be part of your initial decision making process when
setting up ALERT for your programmes. Of course, it is recommended to have regular
updating to ensure that information, assumptions and planning remain relevant to your
context and hazards.
When elements of ALERT ‘expire’, the users assigned to those elements will receive
notifications and emails which will prompt them to update ALERT.
It is up to the Agency Administrator, Country Administrator to set how long hazards,
preparedness actions and response plans remain valid before they expire.
NB: Both the Agency Administrator and Country Administrator can configure these settings,
but the Country Administrator cannot set the validity period to be longer than what was set at
agency level.
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f.4 - How will we roll out MPAs in case of limited capacity (financial/human/etc)
It is important to seek a balance between what is ideal and what is possible. MPAs can be
very simple tasks that can help mitigate the impact of a disaster on your operations and/or
enable you to respond, and can also cost almost nothing in terms of time and money. For
example, keeping an updated record of staff contact numbers can be an MPA but most of
the time we already have this on our mobile phones.
How much your organisation will do to keep itself prepared depends on your capacities and
risk appetite.

ALERT and my existing
Preparedness planning and activities.

G-

g.1 - What are the mid and long term expectations and objectives of the ALERT
project? How is it expected to improve our work?
The aim of ALERT is to improve your preparedness. Getting to a point where your
preparedness is at a high level really depends on how prepared your country offices are at
this stage, and how much priority they give to improving preparedness. If your country office
attends the training, conducts their own preparedness planning meetings and inputs the data
into ALERT straight away, this can all be done within 3 weeks (Most will space out the
meetings and 2 months is more realistic). Preparedness actions will be completed over time,
but many will be already completed (depending on how prepared your country office is).
For the ALERT Platform, we see the greatest benefits in the interagency collaboration and
information sharing. Our long-term expectation is for a critical mass of response agencies
using the Platform and for the benefits of the information sharing to lead to collaboration for
preparedness. Also, as the Platform enables you to identify when your preparedness level is
reducing, you will be able to proactively react to that and keep it at a high level. Furthermore,
each year you can build on your plans, and become more and more prepared.

g.2 - How can we avoid duplication of existing systems and work streams?
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Although some agencies already have information management systems on preparedness
that work fine within their agencies, ALERT offers the added value of creating a global
community of users that transcend agencies and institutions. This level of global
interconnectedness allows for the free flow of information that will hopefully lead to better
coordination and collaboration across stakeholders.

g.3 - How can we integrate the ALERT system with existing tools and systems
We are aware that some agencies are already using some tools or systems that do some
aspects of what ALERT does. ALERT is very much open to collaborating with these
agencies so that we can assist them in creating custom APIs (Application Programming
Interface - applications that allow systems to ‘talk’ to each other) that will enable integration
with their own software.
The ALERT project will however not cover the cost of API development for specific software
unless this is something that we think will be of value to the wider ALERT user community.

ALERT and interagency
coordination

H-

h.1 - How does ALERT link to or support inter agency coordination?
When used correctly and consistently, it has been recognised that ALERT can be a catalyst
and tool for strengthening coordination between user agencies both in country and at the
regional and global level. For example, coordination and agreement between agencies on
dividing up risk indicators can lead to a group of agencies having a broad ranging, evidence
based risk/hazard analysis that not only can support good preparedness but provide a
platform for advocacy and institutional fundraising. Coordination between ALERT user
agencies will also strengthen overall sectoral preparedness and ensure that potential
response gaps can be identified and mitigated far in advance of a crisis or disaster
occurring. Related to this, coordination on preparedness and response gap mitigation can
lead to greater cost efficiencies for the overall response.
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All the above considered, it is highly recommended that user agencies establish some
coordination and collaboration mechanisms around ALERT such as bimonthly meetings.
The ALERT platform will include a Network Module that will allow different agencies to
delegate tasks, create joint plans and share information amongst them, as long as they are
part of the same Network.

h.2 - What possibilities are there for agencies to share learning and issues with each
other?
After each Regional and Country training we will establish a Skype group for participants as
a forum for asking questions to the ALERT team and sharing experiences with each other. In
addition, we will be keeping participating agencies up to date on information emerging from
the comprehensive MEL system that will be in place for the ALERT project as a whole. For
the future, we will look at having a support site where people can chat with other ALERT
users, submit queries and access live information on FAQs.

ALERT for national and local
partners

I-

i.1 - How can ALERT work for small partners with small staff numbers and only one
office?
ALERT can accommodate small organisations on their own, by setting up an independent
agency account on the platform, or as a Partner User in another agency.
In most cases, smaller organisations are actually better placed to provide specific contextual
information about the situation on the ground which is valuable insight for everyone else on
the platform operating in the area. At the same time, smaller organisations can gain
information and identify opportunities of collaboration from the collective pool of knowledge
and resources shared within the platform.

i.2 - What will be the user flow chart for local organisations?
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Local organisations will still have a similar user flow chart as with INGOs, with the only
difference being that those users will probably be located in one office, and that one staff
member may hold more than one user account. So a staff member in a local organisation
might be both the Agency Administrator and Country Administrator at the same time by
registering two different email addresses into the ALERT Platform.
We are looking into options to make this flow a lot better for local users. One of the options
we are looking at right now is to allow several user accounts under the same email address.
Once logged in, you will then get to choose which account you wish to enter the platform as.
We are building this functionality into the Network Module and will see if this solution works
for the other elements of ALERT as well.

J-

ALERT for Government partners

j.1 - How can ALERT work for government stakeholders?
ALERT is open to collaborating with government stakeholders for better coordination of
response through joint response planning, information-sharing and resources.
j.2 - How can ALERT promote/facilitate strong coordination between NGOs and
Government?
As above

K-

Support in using ALERT

k.1 What support is available to me and my organisation after the initial training?
For one-on-one support, users can contact the Helpdesk- luis.vidal@helpage.org or
luis.vidal.hai on Skype.
As noted above, we will establish a Skype group after each training and this will be the initial
point of contact for any queries. In addition, users will be provided with details for a bug log
which the ALERT team will regularly check and liaise with the software developers for
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resolution of issues. Each pilot country will have a number of people who have received
training and will be well placed to support other users.

k.2 - Will there be an ALERT manual to share with partners and local organisations
who are not attending the full training?
We are currently developing a short manual on the use of the Platform. It is hoped that the
short manual, this FAQ, the various support forums options and the inherent usability of the
platform inclusive of the tooltips, that a comprehensive and lengthy software manual would
not be necessary. However, this is something that we are actively seeking feedback on from
users.

Monitoring, Evaluating and Learning
from the ALERT Pilot

L-

l.1 - How will the success of ALERT be measured?
A specialised consultancy firm with significant experience in Preparedness, Response and
DRR has been employed by the ALERT project to develop and implement a comprehensive
and robust MEL Framework. Ongoing and intensive monitoring will be key to this pilot stage
of the project and the inputs and feedback of users is essential to the ALERT team in terms
of ensuring the success of the platform. Feedback will be sought regularly and through a
variety of methodologies and fora. Mechanisms will be put in place to ensure that all users in
the pilot stage can interact not only with the project but with each in order to share lessons
learned. Lessons learned will be captured formally and shared via the Framework which is
based on a Theory of Change approach. Full details of the MEL Framework and key
performance indicators can be found in Annex 6.

M-

Notifications settings

m.1 - Will ALERT notify me if another user edits information or a Module I have
inputted?
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In the current version of ALERT, it is not possible to see who most recently edited or
changed information, such as the title of a preparedness action or indicator. However, this is
something that is being considered for the next round of updates and users will be kept
updated on this.

m.2 - Will ALERT flag who has edited or changed settings and inputs or will the inputs
remain assigned under the name of the original user?
At the moment, they remain assigned to the original assignee, but we will look into changing
permission settings to disallow editing of assigned actions by anyone apart from the
assignee and relevant user types.
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Annexes
Annex 1. ALERT set-up time investment per Module.
Approximate initial time investment of ALERT per Module.
NB: this has not been tried yet and therefore timeframes are still an estimate
Description

Time
planning

for

Who

Time
for
data
management

n/a

n/a

3.5 hours

n/a

n/a

3.5 hours

Agency Set-up and settings:
Creating country offices, privacy setting etc.
Country Office set-up and settings: Creating staff members, privacy settings,
etc.
Hazard Prioritisation and scenario development: determining what the most
important hazard events are developing scenarios to help inform the planning and
risk indicator development.

1 day workshop

Risk indicator development: developing risk indicators to monitor and
brainstorming on thresholds for action.

1 day or 2 days of
workshop

Scenario Based response planning:
Developing plans for responding to likely hazard events.
Developing minimum preparedness actions and assigning CHS and Agency
Mandated actions: preparedness actions for day to day maintenance of high
level of preparedness

2 day workshop

Agency Administrator at HQ

Country Office Administrator

2 hours

3 hours
Emergency
Response

1 team member or data entry
person
4 hours

Team

or

members
1.5 day workshop

5 hours
spread out among
team members

Developing Advanced preparedness actions:
develop preparedness actions for the early warning phase

Who

0.5 day workshop

3 hours

different

Country Office Profile: information for collaboration with external agencies and
for internal communication. E.g partners, office staff capacity, current
programmes, stock capacity
TOTAL if taking on the entire preparedness planning process

0.5. day workshop

Programmes
and logistics
ERT
focal
points

Approx. 5 hours but
depends on volume
of data. Can be built
up over time

6.5 days

For all ERT
members

4.5 days

Data inputting for one person

NB: The first occasion of planning and inputting data for ALERT is the greatest time investment that will be needed.

After this initial investment in time, there will be very little data entry, and the Platform will simply require individuals to update their tasks on a regular basis and for teams to
come together and plan (maybe this will be once a year). After planning, scenario plans will need to be tweaked, perhaps one or two added, and risk indicators may also need to be
adjusted.

ALERT Platform additional functionality training

1 day

ERT

Depending on need and demand, this can be offered in
one of the support visits from the ALERT team and
Consortium members. We will also be developing
videos to show some of the additional functionality of
ALERT
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Annex 2. ALERT creation flowchart and key user functions.
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Annex 3. Permissions settings I. User access and restriction matrix.
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Annex 4. Permission settings II. Descriptions

BUILT-IN / INHERENT TO USER TYPE
PERMISSION

DESCRIPTION

AVAILABLE TO USER TYPE

DEFAULT SETTING

Viewing agencies within my country

I have the option to view other agencies in my
country using the top right hand menu - If I don't
have this permission,
that option should not be shown

Country Director
Country Admin
ERT Lead

Country Director
Country Admin
ERT Lead

Assigning to all users in my
country office and myself

I have the permission to assign to all users inside
my country office including myself
*this refers to Risk monitoring too*

Country Director
Country Admin
ERT Lead

Country Director
Country Admin
ERT Lead

Assigning to myself

I have only have the permission to assign to myself
*this refers to Risk monitoring too*

ERT
Partner User

ERT
Partner User

Inter-agency viewing permission

I can see Country Offices across agencies

Donors

Donors

Notes - Create, Edit and Delete all notes

If I have this permission I can edit and delete all
notes inside my country office

Global Directors
Regional Directors
Country Admin

Global Directors
Regional Directors
Country Admin

Notifications - action assignments

Whenever you are assigned an action you will
always receive a notification;

All user types

All user types

Notifications - red alert request

Whenever a red alert is requested the Country
Director will receive a notification;

Country Director

Country Director

Notifications - submitted response plan

Whenever a response plan is submitted the Country
Director will receive a notification.

Country Director

Country Director

CUSTOMISABLE
PERMISSION

DESCRIPTION

AVAILABLE TO USER TYPE

DEFAULT SETTING

Notifications

I can receive notifications when:
 Alert level has changed
 Red Alert has been requested
 A hazard indicator needs to be updated
 An MPA/APA has expired
 A response plan has expired
 A response plan has been rejected

Customisable by Agency
Administrator; Additional
notifications can be added to
each user by Country
Administrator upon set up of a
user account

See built-in settings for
notifications above

CHS actions - Assign

If I have this permission I can assign a CHS action
(The user roles rules then apply on top of this)

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Mandated MPA - Assign

If I have this permission I can assign a Mandated
MPA action (The user roles rules then apply on top
of this)

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom MPA - New

If I have this permission I can create a new custom
MPA (This includes selecting from generic).
Essentially if I don't have this permission, the create
action button should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User
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Custom MPA - Edit

If I have this permission I can edit MPAs. Essentially
if I don't have this permission, the edit action button
should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom MPA - Assign

If I have this permission I can assign a custom MPA
action (The user roles rules then apply on top of
this)

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom MPA - Delete

If I have this permission I can delete MPAs.
Essentially if I don't have this permission, the delete
action button on the edit action page should be
hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Mandated APA - Assign

If I have this permission I can assign a Mandated
APA action (The user roles rules then apply on top
of this)

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom APA - New

If I have this permission I can create a new custom
APA (This includes selecting from generic).
Essentially if I don't have this permission, the create
action button should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom APA - Edit

If I have this permission I can edit APAs. Essentially
if I don't have this permission, the edit action button
should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

If I have this permission I can assign a custom APA
action (The user roles rules then apply on top of
this)

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Custom APA - Assign
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If I have this permission I can delete APAs.
Essentially if I don't have this permission, the delete
action button on the edit action page should be
hidden
Custom APA - Delete

Notes - New

If I have this permission I can create a note

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User
Donor

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User
Donor

If I have this permission I can edit my own notes

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Notes - Delete

If I have this permission I can delete my own notes

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User
Donor

Country Contacts - New

If I have this permission I can create a country
contact in the country office profile. If I don't have
this permission the add button should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Country Contacts - Edit

If I have this permission I can edit country contacts
in the country office profile. If I don't have this
permission the edit button should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Notes - Edit
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Country Contacts - Delete

If I have this permission I can delete country
contacts in the country office profile. If I don't have
this permission the delete button should be hidden

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User

Other - Download documents

If I have this permission I can download documents
from the country office. If I don't have this
permission the download options should not be
shown

Customisable by Country
Administrator; available for all
user types

Country Director
ERT Lead
ERT User
Donor
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Annex 5. MEL Framework
Please see attached external document “20170809 ALERT MEL Framework.xlsx”
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